
 

The Singing Baker 

Terms & Conditions 

Liability Terms:  Please note that The Singing Baker is not liable for:  damage to cake after customer is 
in receipt of bakery product, guest injury or harm caused by eating plastic accessories, cake toppers, 

flower choices, bakery item not properly stored &/or food sensitivity or allergic reactions.  Once the cake 

is delivered, The Singing Baker is no longer liable for the bakery item.     

Serving Size:  Cake size estimates are approximate & based on regular cake slices.  They may vary based 

on thinness/thickness of cake slices that are cut by Customer. 

Pricing/Payment: Payment methods accepted are Venmo, Zelle, Credit Card, Cash & Business Checks 
(only from Businesses).  In the event that there is a payment declined by your bank, there will be an 

additional fee charged for the order.  For any orders under $250, we kindly request to be paid in full at 

time of order.  For orders over $250, we kindly request to be paid a minimum of 50% non-refundable 
deposit at time of order, and then the remaining balance to be paid in full one week before cake 

pickup/delivery date.  

Intellectual Property:  Please note that The Singing Baker cannot do exact replications of designs.  The 

Singing Baker will use pictures only as an inspiration for the final product, out of respect for the original 

Cake Artist.  Similarly, the final bakery item will not be exactly as pictured, if Customer asks for 
customization.   The Singing Baker also reserves the right to use media of any bakery item produced by 

The Singing Baker for marketing purposes. 

Last Minute/Rush Orders:  As we make every order fresh and custom, we kindly ask for a minimum of 

three (3) days of notice on most orders and a minimum of five (5) days of notice on orders with Special 
Diet requirements to allow us to obtain the ingredients and accommodate your order.  Last Minute/Rush 

Order requests may be subject to a rush fee, depending on the circumstance.     

Refunds:  Refunds are not able to be given for cake orders, as ingredients & supplies are purchased once 

order is confirmed & placed.  If you have any extenuating circumstance in which you are requesting a 

refund after placing your order, please contact me at TheSingingBakerBoca@gmail.com to discuss. 
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